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1. Name of Property________________________________________________
historic name Tekoa Grain Company Elevator & Flathouse
other names/site number Lone Pine Elevator

2. Location
street & number ca. A miles west of Tekoa not for publication
city, town Lone Pine 2C. vicinity
state Wsahington code WA county Whitman code 075 zip code

3. Classification
Ownership of Property 
["xl private 
I I public-local 
I I public-State 
I I public-Federal

Category of Property 
I I building(s) 
|~xl district
_(site
I I structure
I I object

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing

2
Noncontributing 
____ buildings 
____ sites

10 structures 
____ objects

10 Total
Name of related multiple property listing: 
Grain Production in Eastern Washington

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the National Register ___0

4. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this 
[El nomination EH request for\ietermination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the 
National Register of Historic Praces and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. 
In rny opinion, the< o^Jerty/fiffl nTeStsEH does not meet the National Register criteria. EH See continuation sheet. /

Signature of certifying official 
| Washington State Office of Archaeology and Historic

Date y "I 
Preservation /

^tate/or Federal agency and bureau
v, /
In my opinion, the property EH meets EH does not meet the National Register

Signature of commenting or other official

criteria. I _ I See continuation sheet.

Date

State or Federal agency and bureau

5. National Park Service Certification
I, hereby, certify that this property is:

PTentered in the National Register.
I | See continuation sheet. 

EH determined eligible for the National
Register. [ I See continuation sheet. 

EH determined not eligible for the
National Register.

EH removed from the National Register. 
EH other, (explain:) ___________

yco

Entered in the
——

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action



6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions) Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)
Agriculture: storage________________ Agriculture: storage_____________

7. Description
Architectural Classification Materials (enter categories from instructions) 
(enter categories from instructions)

foundation concrete__________
Other: grain elevator, warehouse_____ walls _____wood, metal

rcof _____wood, metal
other

Describe present and historic physical appearance.

The Tekoa Grain Company Elevator and Flathouse stand approximately 0.2 mile east of the 
junction of Lone Pine (#200) and Sieveke (#220) roads ca. 4 miles west of the town of 
Tekoa. Situated in a willow-lined valley bottom among rolling, grain-covered hills, the 
buildings occupy a setting typical of the Palouse country in this northeastern corner of 
Whitman County. Cylindrical metal grain tanks constitute the only modern intrusions 
visible on the landscape. The nearby roads are unpaved and the adjacent Chicago, 
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad grade is abandoned, the rails and ties having been 
removed.

While now attached by a causeway, the buildings may originally have been unconnected, 
although probably not for long. Together they present contrasts in spatial orientation: 
the flathouse is long and low relative to the towering elevator. The structural components 
of the two buildings are radically dissimilar, reflecting what was originally their 
distinctively different functions: one was a storehouse for sacked grain, the other for 
grain held in bulk. Both buildings stand close to roads allowing access for wagons and 
trucks hauling grain, and immediately adjacent to the railroad which linked local farmers 
with distant markets essential to their economic survival. In fact, had it not been for 
the railroad, neither of these buildings would ever have been built.

The Flathouse

The flathouse standing to the east of the elevator predates the latter structure by about 
seven years. Like the technology it was tied to (sack grain harvest and storage), the 
flathouse is a decidedly less sophisticated structure than the elevator. Measuring 
approximately 150 x 45 feet, the building is constructed of one-by-twelve inch boards 
nailed vertically along its walls. The structure lacks fenestration (except for a single 
boarded-over window in the east gable), its exterior walls broken only by sliding wooden 
doors, most of which have been boarded shut. Corrugated sheet metal covers the west and 
south walls. Its long, low-pitched gable roof is covered with corrugated metal sheeting 
and there are no dormers nor trim on the eaves.

Although the building's original flooring has been replaced, the foundation has not been 
changed. It consists of ca. one-foot square timber piers installed vertically at frequent 
intervals to support the heavy load imposed by sacks of wheat stacked several high. The 
piers suspend the floor about 4 feet above ground to the level of railroad cars into which 
wheat sacks were loaded. Running almost entirely around the flathouse are 2x8 inch beams 
secured to the exterior walls at mid-height by wooden brackets. Installed to provide 
reinforcement for storing grain in bulk, the beams are also secured by cables which pass

fx] See continuation sheet
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through the walls and the floor at 45 degree angles to the underlying foundation timbers 
where they are fastened. In addition, an inner wall of sawn lumber was installed 
horizontally throughout the interior, providing further indication that the entire 
structure was apparently to be used for storing bulk grain. The wall was left unfinished 
in the eastern portion of the building, however, which has since been used only for 
equipment storage.

A reinforced frame wall divides the building's interior into two equally-proportioned 
rooms; only the room in the western half of the flathouse was ever used for bulk grain 
storage, however. A metal grain spout enters the roof from the adjacent elevator, and, 
from the west end of that room, a corkscrew auger mounted in an open-topped wooden trough 
runs through the causeway connecting the two buildings to a chute dropping into the pit 
under the elevator. From there grain was elevated by the leg into storage bins or to 
spouts transferring the grain to trucks or railroad cars.

Aside from the boarded-over doors and sheet metal covering portions of its walls, the 
flathouse retains the essence of its historic appearance. Perhaps because it has undergone 
some alteration over the years, the building remains structurally sound. The most 
significant modifications have been carried out in response to the momentous shift from 
sacking grain to bulk harvest, storage, and handling. As a result, the flathouse at Lone 
Pine is representative of a technological evolution that profoundly affected virtually 
every aspect of the grain industry.

The Cribbed Elevator

Standing only a few feet west of the flathouse, the cribbed elevator rises nearly 100 feet 
above its substantial concrete foundation. Attached to the central mass are two frame 
structures: the scale house and the causeway connecting the elevator and the flathouse. 
All three components display shiplap cladding of apparently the same origin and vintage, 
indicating that they are probably contemporaneous. It seems highly likely that the 
flathouse and the elevator were connected at an early date, probably 1914 when the latter 
building was constructed.

The elevator's extremely sturdy construction is inescapable to even the casual observer. 
Its thick, nearly 3-foot-high concrete foundation measuring ca. 37 by 33 feet supports the 
building's central mass, which includes the grain storage bins. To provide the structure 
with the strength needed to withstand the incredible pressures exerted by tons of stored 
grain, a type of construction known as cribbing is used throughout the elevator. Cribbing 
consists of 2 by 8 inch sawn boards laid flat horizontally atop one another so that they 
are secured together on their wide sides rather their narrower edges. Shiplap siding was 
then added as weather proofing. Later, probably in the 1930s or early 1940s, corrugated 
sheet metal was attached over the shiplap on the building's west and south sides, which 
were exposed to the most severe weather.

Attached to the north side of the elevator's lower level is the shed-roofed scale house. 
It was, and still is, essential to the building's operation for it was into this small 
structure that farmers brought grain to be stored in the elevator. A raised wooden ramp 
leads to the sliding-door entrance on the west side; an earthen ramp leads down the exit on 
the opposite end. Wagons, and later trucks, drove up the entry ramp into the scale house.
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were weighed before dumping their loads of grain, then drove out down the exit ramp. 
Scales were mounted in the floor until modern trucks with heavier loads forced installation 
of larger scales outside the elevator. A cable wound around a rotating pipe mounted on the 
ceiling of the scale house raised the fronts of the older vehicles sufficiently to allow 
grainloads to be dumped into the pit below. Controlled by a so-called "mercury switch," 
the old hoist has been removed. Hydraulic systems standard in modern grain trucks perform 
the same function.

Adjacent to the dumping bay is the office, which protrudes outward from the center of the 
north wall of the scale house. In the office, a bookkeeper recorded the weight of each 
farmer's grain, the type or variety of the grain, and where it was to be stored in the 
elevator. In the northwest corner of the office, a gas-powered electric generator 
supplied electricity for the building's lights and for the motor driving the device that 
elevated the grain to the storage bins. A walkway leading from the entry ramp around the 
side of the scale house provides access to the closet-like room where the generator sat 
before it was removed when rural electrification arrived in the 1930s.

In the floor of the scale house, metal rollers cover the opening above the pit. A hopper- 
bottomed bin in the pit collected the grain dumped from the wagons and trucks. From there 
a device known as a leg elevated grain to the top of the building for distribution to 
storage bins. Housed in a wooden shaft, the leg consists of a canvas belt ca. 10 inches 
wide to which are attached metal cups ca. 5 inches wide and 4 inches deep. Although the 
leg belt has been repaired many times, it still functions just as it always has, carrying 
grain at incredible speeds to the headhouse on the top floor of the elevator. There, grain 
moves by force of gravity from the so-called throat through the distributing spout into 
various spouts leading to storage bins throughout the elevator. The destination of grain 
is controlled by a heavy metal wheel mounted on the elevator's ground floor. On the wheel 
are numbers designating different bins. An operator, dialing the wheel much in the manner 
of a rotary-disk telephone, controls the movement of the distributing wheel and thereby 
determines the grain's destination.

There are two ways to reach the spout floor above the building's central open-air space 
just below the top story: by climbing or via a primitive elevator called a "man lift." 
The first method involves taking a short flight of stairs to the second floor, on which 
once stood a grain-cleaning machine called a clipper but which is now vacant. From there 
sure-footedness and steady nerves are required for climbing the 45 rungs of the narrow 
wooden ladder attached to the rear (south) inner wall. Only slightly less terrifying for 
the uninitiated is the ride up the open-sided man lift, which ascends along the front 
(north) inner wall from the ground floor just off the dumping bay. Operating on a simple 
system of counterweights, the lift consists of a small wooden platform barely large enough 
to accommodate one man. When the brake is released by depressing an iron rod in the 
platform floor, the counterweight drops from suspension high above and the lift, tied to 
the weight by a substantial rope, rises essentially through thin air. Counterweights can 
be adjusted to match the weight of different passengers, although it remains uncertain how 
that could be accomplished if there were no one on the spout floor to adjust weights for 
upcoming passengers.

Alighting on the spout floor some 60 feet above the second floor, one is struck by both a 
profound sense of relief and an awareness of having entered yet another world of grain
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storage technology unseen by passersby. Metal grain spouts ca. 8 inches in diameter knife 
through the floor of the he ad house above into the spout floor and on to the various bins 
situated on both sides of the elevator. Along the east and west walls, hinged trap doors 
provide human access into storage bins below. One spout exits from the front of the room, 
dropping down over the scale house roof from which it is supported by a brace. It hangs 
over the driveway adjacent to the building where trucks can be loaded with grain for 
shipment.

Stairs at the south side of the single-room spout floor lead to yet another one-room floor, 
the headhouse. As the top floor of the elevator, it is appropriately the most important. 
It is here that the leg brings cuploads of grain up from the pit below the dumping bay and 
deposits them into a funneling device known as the throat. Passing out of the throat, 
grain travels through the distributing spout into one of twenty spouts mounted in the floor 
leading to the various storage bins. The spouts are arranged in circular fashion in the 
floor, allowing the distributing spout to rotate on a wheel around the circle, dumping 
grain into whichever spout is chosen by the operator on the ground floor. One spout exits 
directly from the throat through the east wall of the headhouse to the roof of the 
flathouse over the room converted for bulk grain storage.

Overall the elevator retains a high degree of historic integrity. Modifications have 
reflected the technological evolution of the grain industry. The original scales were 
removed from the scale house and replaced by more substantial weighing devices capable of 
handling larger trucks with heavier loads of grain. When hydraulic units became standard 
in modern trucks, the older cable hoist and mercury switch were replaced. Rural 
electrification eliminated the need for the gas-powered generator that once stood in a 
corner of the scale house. Modern combines that clean harvested grain in the fields made 
clippers obsolete and that machine was removed from the elevator. Minor alterations were 
made to the pit bin, resulting in more efficient distribution of grain within the elevator 
and perhaps prolonging its life as a functioning building. But the most essential elements 
of the structure are still present and functioning, including the leg and its motor, the 
spout wheel and distributing spout, and the hoppered bins to name just a few. The modern 
metal grain silos are noncontributing elements, as is the scale.



8. Statement of Significance
Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:

I I nationally I I statewide H locally

Applicable National Register Criteria fxlA I IB I 1C I ID

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions) I |A I IB I Ic I ID I |E I |p I |G

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions) Period of Significance Significant Dates
Agriculture______________________ ca. 1907-1938_______ 1907; 191A 
Commerce

Cultural Affiliation
N/A

Significant Person Architect/Builder
N/A Atlas Construction Co

Builders of Spokane

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above. 
The Tekoa Grain Company Elevator and Flathouse at Lone Pine is historically significant for 
its association with grain production in Eastern Washington. Anticipating construction of 
the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad, local farmers formed a cooperative 
known as the Tekoa Grain Company, registered as State No. 470. About 1907 the co-op built 
the flathouse along the right-of-way which would become its link to distant markets. In 
the flathouse, farmers store 130 pound sacks of wheat awaiting shipment. This well 
preserved flathouse represents the traditional storage system in Eastern Washington, and 
meets the registration requirements in the Grain Production in Eastern Washington Multiple 
Property Documentation Form. In 1910 the flathouse stood on property included in the 160 
acres owned by E.F. Mauer in NW Sec. 21 and SW Sec. 16. Sometime later, August Wolf 
acquired the property and lived for many years in the bungalow that still stands to the 
north across Lone Pine Road. The vicinity became a focal point of the rural community, 
perhaps due to the nearby junction of Sieveke and Lone Pine roads. By 1910 a cemetery was 
situated just north of the present road junction on the east side of Lone Pine Road, and 
the Lone Pine School No. 60 stood one-quarter mile to the north. In 1914, the cooperative 
constructed the adjacent massive cribbed elevator, suitable for storing bulk grain. The 
elevator reflected the changing technology of grain storage and shipment, dictated by bulk- 
hauling railroad cars. Today, the complex is a rare and well-preserved example of the 
competing forms of grain shipment in the Palouse during the early 20th century.

Farmers in the Lone Pine/Tekoa vicinity, like those all over the Pacific Northwest, 
harvested and stored their grains in burlap sacks well into the twentieth century. Unlike 
the rest of the nation, the region remained wedded to the labor-intensive system despite 
the availability of bulk grain storage and handling technology. The long era of sack grain 
dependence resulted in the erection of hundreds if not thousands of flathouses in eastern 
Washington like the structure at Lone Pine. But in some localities where railroads made 
bulk grain transportation available, farmers 1 co-ops and grain marketing corporations built 
cribbed elevators. The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific (popularly known as the 
Milwaukee Road), the last transcontinental railroad constructed through the Northwest and 
the one passing through Lone Pine, actually encouraged installation of grain elevators 
along its line, probably in the form of rate incentives.

continuation sheet
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Previous documentation on file (NFS):
I I preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67)

has been requested
I previously listed in the National Register 
I previously determined eligible by the National Register 
I designated a National Historic Landmark 
I recorded by Historic American Buildings

Survey # _________________________ 
I I recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record #

I I See continuation sheet

Primary location of additional data: 
I I State historic preservation office

I Other State agency
I Federal agency
I Local government 

I I University 
D Other 
Specify repository:

10. Geographical Data
Acreage of property ca. 2.5 acres

UTM References Northwest corner
A |1 ill |4|8,8|8,1 ,0| I5.2I2.9I7.1 ,0

Zone Easting Northing 
C Hill 1418,910,1,01 15,212,916,9.0 

Southeast corner

Northeast corner 
B |1,1| 1418,910, 0,0|

Zone Easting 
Dll.H 1418,818,0,01 

Southwest corner 
I I See continuation sheet

15,212,917,6,01
Northing
15,212,917.1,01

Verbal Boundary Description
The boundary begins at the southwest corner of the intersection of Lone Pine Road #200 and 
the Tekoa Grain Company drive and proceeds east along the south edge of Lone Pine Road #200 
approximately 750 feet, proceed southeast approximately 250 feet, to the northern edge of 
the Milwaukee Road railroad track grade, proceed southwest along the grade approximately 
500 feet, proceed northwest to edge of Tekoa Grain Company drive; proceed along drive to 
point of beginning. LJSee continuation sheet

Boundary Justification
The boundaries are drawn to include the flathouse, the elevator, the driveway that enters 
and passes around the far eastern end of the flathouse, and the modern metal grain bins and 
modern grain truck scales. The latter features, which include nine metal grain bins, 
small metal scale house, and scales mounted in concrete in the ground in front of the scale 
house, are noncontributing elements to the nomination.

I I See continuation sheet

11. Form Prepared By___________________________________
name/title Craig Holstine, Historian_________________________^__________________
organization Archaeological & Historical Service, EWU <jate March 31, 1988
street & number
city or town Cheney

Eastern Washington University telephone
state Washington

(509) 359-2239
zip code 99004
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Obviously the farmers in the Tekoa co-op took advantage of the Milwaukee Road's offer of 
bulk grain transportation. Information painted in bold white letters on the front of the 
cribbed elevator indicates that Atlas Construction Company Builders of Spokane built the 
elevator for the Tekoa Grain Company. According to an informant and longtime employee at 
the elevator, the year 1914 is painted on the structure's west side under the metal siding, 
probably indicating the year of construction. That year is particularly significant in the 
history of grain transportation, for in 1914 completion of the Panama Canal shortened the 
distance and reduced the risk of shipping grain in bulk to Europe. The Milwaukee Road 
surely responded to the competition presented by reduced shipping rates on the high seas 
with more attractive rail freight rates. One result was more cribbed elevators built along 
their main and branch lines.

While Palouse grain growers continued overwhelmingly to harvest, store, and transport their 
grain in sacks, at least some were storing and transporting in bulk by the early twentieth 
century. Farmers in the Lone Pine area used both methods, keeping the elevator and the 
flathouse in constant operation. In part that reflected the dual nature of Milwaukee Road 
grain cars, which were easily modified by nailing cribbing over sliding doors for handling 
bulk loads funneled through spouts inserted over the cribbing. Hoppered bin cars were 
later made available for more efficient loading and unloading. But sacked grain, mainly 
special seed and feed varieties, continued to be stored in the flathouse even after 
tractors replaced draft animals and bulk harvesting techniques eliminated the practice of 
sacking grain in the field.

The two adjoining structures at Lone Pine have undergone relatively few changes in 
ownership. Sometime prior to the 1930s, the farmers 1 co-op either sold their holdings to 
the Tekoa Wheat Growers, or perhaps the co-op simply changed its name. Local ownership and 
control was lost when the Tekoa Wheat Growers sold out to Mark P. Miller, who owned flour 
mills in Seattle, Spokane, and Moscow, Idaho. In 1942 the Lone Pine property was acquired 
by Gordon T. Shaw, a Seattle-based grain broker owning elevators in nearby Farmington and 
Saltese, and in Tillman, Idaho, east of Tekoa. A sense of local control returned in 1965 
when Shaw sold out to the Tekoa Wheat Growers. Ernest and Norma Dippel of Tekoa acquired 
the elevator and flathouse in 1982.

Over the years, both the flathouse and elevator have undergone changes reflecting 
technological evolution in the grain industry. Like many other flathouses on the Columbia 
Plateau, the one at Lone Pine has been converted to serve purposes other than for storing 
sacked wheat. A thick frame wall installed across the center of its extensive length 
divides the bulk grain storage room from the half of the building now used for farm 
equipment storage. In the roof is a spout connecting the flathouse with the top of the 
adjacent cribbed elevator from which grain was funneled into the heavily-reinforced bulk 
storage room. A corkscrew auger mounted in a wooden chute on the floor carried the grain 
from the flathouse to the pit bin under the elevator for eventual transfer to truck or 
railroad cars. Such customizing was common at flathouses converted after the heyday of 
sacked grain had passed, providing elevators with additional bulk storage capacity.

Similarly, modifications in the cribbed elevator at Lone Pine reflect technological 
evolution in the grain industry. Long ago the cable hoist in the scale house over the dump 
bay was replaced by an air hoist mounted in the floor. When modern grain trucks became 
equipped with their own hydraulic hoists, the older contraptions were removed from
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elevators. As grain trucks grew larger in the ca. late 1930s, the scales in the floor of 
the scale house were abandoned in favor of modern apparatus installed outdoors capable of 
weighing bigger, heavier trucks. Rural electrification eliminated the need for the gas- 
powered electrical generator that ran the facility's lights and the leg belt motor. 
Technologically sophisticated combines that discarded foreign materials from grain as it 
was harvested made clippers obsolete and they too were removed from elevators, including 
the Lone Pine building.

But, unlike other elevators, the Tekoa Grain Company facility has retained nearly all of 
its original elements, such as the leg, spout wheel, distributing spout, and hoppered 
storage bins. The building and its components represent an intact cribbed grain elevator 
still in operation much as it was when built in the early twentieth century. As such, it 
meets the registration requirements established for the property type in the Grain 
Production in Eastern Washington Multiple Property Documentation Form.
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